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Chapter Fifteen TheManogement of Capial 495

C alculating Rrs k-Weighted Ass ets

If a bank musr compare its Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital to its total risk-weighted assets in order

ro determine if it is adequately capitalized, what exactly are nsk-weighted assets?

Each asset item on a bank's balance sheet and each off-balance-sheet commitment

it has made are multiplied by a risk-weighting/actor designed to reflect its credit risk

exposure. Among the most closely watched off-balance-sheet items are standby letters

of credit and long.term, legally bindlng credit commitments banks often make to their

customers.
Here is an example of how bankers could calculate their minimum level of capital

under Basel I. Suppose a bank has $4,000 in Tier 1 capital and $2,000 in Tier Z capi'

tal, $100,000 in total assers, and the following on-balance-sheet and off-balance'sheet

(OBS) items:
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This bank's core capital or leverage ratio (Tier 1 capital-to.total assets) would be

$4,000 + $100,000, or 4.00 percenr, and this bank's total,capital-to-total.balance-sheet

assets ratio would be
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However, the intemational capital standards are based upon risk-weighted assets, not

total assets. To compute this bank's risk-weighrcd assets under Basel I a banker would:

1. Compute the credit-equivalent amount of each off-balance-sheet (OBS) item. This fig-

ure is srrpposed to t.arrslate each OBS item into the equivalent amount of a direct loan

considered to be ofequal risk.
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2. Multiply each balance sheet item and the credit-equivalent amount of each OBS item

by its risk nueight, as derermined by regulatory authorities. The weights given to each item

in the bank's portfolio include 0 percent for cash and government securities; 20 percent

for deposits treta at other banks and certain standby credit letters; 50 percent for home


